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Chinua Achebe needs no introduction. His strides in literary circles speak for him because virtually all learned minds in all
parts of the globe must have heard of him
Chile Eboe-Osuji recently flew the Nigerian flag high recently. After a highly contested election, the Nigerian candidate
in the International Criminal Court, ICC, judicial elections, clinched one of the six seats on the bench of the court, thus
becoming the first-ever Nigerian to have such a high ranking position in the ICC since 2002 when the Rome Statute
establishing the ICC came into force. Eboe-Osuji will serve for nine years as ICC judge. In the 15th round of voting at the
United Nations headquarters in New York, he had secured 102 votes. Eboe-Osuji, whose candidacy alongside that of
the candidate of Mauritius were endorsed by the African Union, had served as legal adviser to the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights in the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in Geneva, Switzerland, and
had also worked at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, ICTR, as principal legal adviser to the chambers
between 2008 and 2009. He was also a senior appeals counsel at the Special Court for Sierra Leone, SCSL, and a
Senior Legal Officer in the Office of the Prosecutor at the ICTR where he worked on the case of Bagosora,
Nsengiyumva, Kabiligi and Ntabakuze and the Semanza case. The new ICC judge also taught International Criminal
Law at the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law, in Ontario, Canada, and had appeared in several civil, constitutional and
criminal cases at all levels of court in Canada, as a barrister. Chinua Achebe needs no introduction. His strides in
literary circles speak for him because virtually all learned minds in all parts of the globe must have heard of him. And over
half of that number must have read his books. They might not be familiar with all his works but they must be with Things
Fall Apart, his seminal work, which has been translated into several of the world&rsquo;s major languages. But, he is
not only revered for his works. Achebe is known as a man of strong moral principles and personal conviction. He
demonstrates this trait often by his keen interest and astute commentaries on Nigeria, his fatherland, despite his sojourn
in the United States, far away from home for medical and professional reasons. This even led him to pen a book titled:
&ldquo;The Trouble With Nigeria&rdquo; where he espoused that Nigeria&rsquo;s problem is not paucity of wealth or
human resources but that of good leadership. His anger over the fact that the gap has persisted has endured. These
prompted him to reject national awards extended to him by the Olusegun Obasanjo administration and recently, the
Jonathan leadership. Recently, he proved yet again that time and age have not eroded his belief. Jackson Curtis whom
the whole world knows as 50 Cent, a Grammy Award-winning American hip-hop artiste, offered this illustrious Nigerian
$1 million for permission to use Things Fall Apart as the title of his new movie. Achebe turned it down. At all levels, he is
priceless, isn&rsquo;t he? Oluwaseun Beckley, a young student with a year left of secondary school, is demonstrating
to the whole world that a lot is awaiting her in the future. Beckley, a Senior Secondary 2 student of a secondary school
based in Ikorodu, Lagos, was recently honoured with a silver medal at the International Sustainable World Energy,
Engineering and Environmental Project Olympiad, I-SWEEP, for a scientific project she led others to accomplish called
Algae Ethanol in Houston, Texas. Beckley explains: &ldquo;Hitherto, ethanol, a good substitute for conventional fuels like
petrol and diesel, was widely produced from food crops. We can get ethanol from any starch containing crops like
cassava, rice, potato and all that.&rdquo; But to allay fears in some quarters that this might lead to shortage of food as
the production of ethanol increases, Beckley decided to source for other products to use in ethanol production. This
search led her to algae. The algae breed in 24 hours once there is light. So that way, the amount of needed algae can be
generated through without having to depend on the food crops that should be consumed by humans. What led the
young scientist to this discovery? Beckley said, &ldquo;Global warming was what led me into it. Everybody is talking
about it even in Nigeria, she said, adding, &ldquo;Again, Mr. Opabunmi, my teacher, has been a great help to me. As a
matter of fact, he was the one who first suggested the idea of this algae ethanol.&rdquo;
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